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Committee Act,’’ notice is hereby given
that a meeting of the Contaminant
Candidate List (CCL) Regulatory
Determination and 6-Year Review of
Existing Regulations Working Group of
the National Drinking Water Advisory
Council established under the Safe
Drinking Water Act, as amended (42
U.S.C. S300f et seq.), will be held on
March 1–2, 2000 from 8:30 AM until
5:00 PM (approximate), in the offices of
RESOLVE, Suite 275, 1255 23rd Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20037. The
meeting is open to the public, but due
to past experience, seating will be
limited.

The purpose of this meeting is for the
Working Group to develop and use
robust and transparent protocols that
can be used for making regulatory
determinations from the CCL and for the
periodic review of existing NPDWRs.
The Working Group will provide
specific recommendations for analyzing
and presenting the available scientific
data, and also recommend methods to
identify and document the judgments
made to arrive at a conclusion and the
supporting rationale.

The CCL and 6-Year Review Working
Group will develop specific protocols
for making regulatory determinations
and selecting existing NPDWRs for
possible revision. The Working Group
will provide specific recommendations
for analyzing and presenting the
available scientific data, and also
recommend methods to identify and
document the judgments made to arrive
at a conclusion and the supporting
rationale. Due to the statutory deadlines
mandated by the SDWA’s 1996
amendments, the Working Group will
develop a protocol to support CCL
regulatory determinations before
beginning work on the protocol(s) for
the 6-year review of existing NPDWRs.

For CCL regulatory determinations,
the Working Group will develop
protocols for both chemical and
microbial contaminants that will be
robust enough to apply to contaminants
on the current and future CCLs. As a
starting point in developing a protocol,
the Working Group will evaluate the
draft framework developed by the EPA,
which will be presented to the group at
the first meeting.

The working group members will be
asked draft proposed position papers for
deliberation by the advisory council,
and provide advice and
recommendations to the full National
Drinking Water Advisory Council. The
meeting is open to the public to observe
and statements will be taken from the
public as time allows.

For more information, contact Corry
Westbrook, Designated Federal Officer,

Contaminant Candidate List and
Regulatory Determination and 6-Year
Review of Existing Regulations Working
Group, U.S. EPA, Office of Ground
Water and Drinking Water (4607), 401 M
Street SW, Washington, DC 20460. The
telephone number is 202–260–3228, fax
202–260–3762, and e-mail address
westbrook.corry@epa.gov.

Dated: February 8, 2000.
Charlene E. Shaw,
Designated Federal Officer, National Drinking
Water Advisory Council.
[FR Doc. 00–3489 Filed 2–14–00; 8:45 am]
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1. Meeting Cancellation Notice—
Executive Committee—February 16,
2000

The meeting of the Executive
Committee of the SAB that was
scheduled for February 16, 2000
between the hours of 2:00 and 4:00 EST
has been canceled. The meeting was
advertised in 65 FR 4966, dated
February 2, 2000. The reports subject to
review at that meeting have been
rescheduled for review at the March 7–
8 Executive Committee meeting
announced below. For further
information, please contact Dr. Donald
G. Barnes, Designated Federal Officer
for the Executive Committee (see below
for contact information).

2. Open Meeting Notice—Executive
Committee—March 7–8, 2000

Pursuant to the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, Public Law 92–463,
notice is hereby given that the Science
Advisory Board’s (SAB’s) Executive
Committee will conduct a public
meeting on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 7–8, 2000. The meeting will
convene each day at 8:30 in Conference
Room 6013 of the Ariel Rios Building,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington, DC 20460 and adjourn no
later than 5:30. The meeting is open to
the public; however, seating is limited
and available on a first-come basis.

At this meeting, the Executive
Committee will receive updates from its
committees and subcommittees
concerning their recent and planned
activities. As part of these updates,
some committees will present draft
reports for Executive Committee review

and approval. Tentatively anticipated
drafts include, but are not limited to, the
following:

(a) Executive Committee
Subcommittee: ‘‘Review of the Agency’s
Position on the Data from the Testing of
Human Subjects.’’

(b) Executive Committee
Subcommittee: ‘‘Review of the Agency’s
Application of the Cancer Risk
Assessment Guidelines to Children.’’

(c) Executive Committee
Subcommittee: ‘‘Review of the
Application of the Draft Cancer Risk
Assessment Guidelines to the Case of
Chloroform.’’

(d) Radiation Advisory Committee:
‘‘Assessing the Risks from Indoor
Radon.’’

(e) Research Strategies Advisory
Committee joint report view with the
Board of Scientific Counselors of ORD:
‘‘Review of the Agency’s Science to
Achieve Results (STAR) Program.’’

Drafts of the reports that will be
reviewed at the meeting should be
available to the public at the SAB
website (http://www.epa.gov/sab) by
close-of-business on February 28, 2000.

As part of this two day meeting, the
Executive Committee will also: (a) Meet
with various Agency officials to discuss
matters of mutual interest such as the
framework for a Strategic Plan for
Science at EPA; (b) receive briefings
from Agency staff on various topics,
including an update of the Integrated
Risk Information System (IRIS) project;
and (c) conduct the second in a series
of Workshops on the role of science in
some of the Agency’s innovative
approaches to environmental decision
making.

The timing of these events will be
included in an agenda for the meeting
that should be available one week prior
to the meeting.

Public Comments

Any member of the public wishing to
submit brief oral comments (<5 minutes)
must contact Dr. Donald G. Barnes,
Designated Federal Officer (DFO) for the
Executive Committee, in writing, no
later than close of business Tuesday,
February 29th at USEPA Science
Advisory Board (1400A), 1200
Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC 20460; fax (202) 501–0323; or via e-
mail at (barnes.don@epa.gov). Those
wishing further information concerning
the meeting should contact Dr. Barnes at
(202) 564–4533.

Meeting Access

Individuals requiring special
accommodation at this meeting due to
disability should contact Dr. Barnes at
least five business days prior to the
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meeting to insure that appropriate
arrangements are made.

3. Meeting Change Notice—
Environmental Engineering Committee
and Its Subcommittees

Notice is hereby given of changes to
three meetings of the Science Advisory
Board’s Environmental Engineering
Committee and its Subcommittees. The
original meetings were announced in 65
FR 1866, dated Wednesday, January 12,
2000. For further information, please
contact Ms. Kathleen Conway,
Designated Federal Officer for the
Environmental Engineering Committee
at (202) 564–4559 or via e-mail at
(Conway.Kathleen@epa.gov). The
changes follow.

(a) The Technology Evaluation
Subcommittee will not meet February
23–25, 2000. Instead, it will meet March
6–8, 2000 as part of the week-long
Environmental Engineering Committee
meeting. There has been no change in
the purpose or location for that meeting;
only the dates have changed.

The following information from the
previous announcement is provided
again here for your convenience, ‘‘The
Environmental Engineering Committee
of the Science Advisory Board (SAB)
will meet Monday through Friday,
March 6–10, 2000 in room 6450 of in
the Ariel Rios Building North, 1200
Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC 20004 (adjacent to the escalator to
the Federal Triangle Metro Station on
12th Street NW). The meeting will begin
at 9:30 a.m. on Monday and end no later
than 4:00 p.m. on Friday.’’

(b) The Natural Attenuation Research
Subcommittee of the Science Advisory
Board’s (SAB) Environmental
Engineering Committee (EEC) will
conduct a public teleconference meeting
Thursday February 24, 2000 between
the hours of 3:00 p.m.—5:00 p.m
(Eastern Standard Time) as announced.
However, the purpose of this conference
call has been changed. The
Subcommittee will not hear the
preliminary reactions of individual
reviewers to the written materials.
Instead, the Subcommittee will discuss
the charge and plan the review in light
a forthcoming report from the National
Research Council.

(c) The Natural Attenuation Research
Subcommittee will not meet March 6–
8, 2000. The Subcommittee plans to
reschedule its review of the Agency’s
Natural Attenuation research program
until May. When dates for that meeting
have been determined, it will be
announced in the Federal Register.

General Information on Providing Oral
or Written Comments at SAB Meetings

The Science Advisory Board expects
that public statements presented at its
meetings will not be repetitive of
previously submitted oral or written
statements. In general, each individual
or group making an oral presentation
will be limited to a total time of ten
minutes (unless otherwise noted).
Written comments (at least 35 copies)
should be received in the SAB Staff
Office one week before the meeting so
that they can be mailed to the relevant
SAB committee or subcommittee for
study. Written comments may be
provided to the relevant committee or
subcommittee up until the time of the
meeting.

Additional information concerning
the Science Advisory Board, its
structure, function, and composition,
may be found on the SAB Website
(http://www.epa.gov/sab) and in the
Annual Report of the Staff Director
which is available from the SAB
Publications Staff at (202) 564–4533 or
via fax at (202) 501–0256.

Dated: February 8, 2000.
Donald G. Barnes,
Staff Director, Science Advisory Board.
[FR Doc. 00–3487 Filed 2–14–00; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has developed and is
requesting public comment on a draft
guidance entitled ‘‘Risk Assessment
Guidance for Superfund Volume 3 Part
A: Process for Conducting Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (RAGS 3A).’’ It is
available electronically on the Internet
at http://www.epa.gov/superfund/
pubs.htm#r. RAGS 3A addresses the
technical and policy issues associated
with the use of probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA) in the EPA hazardous
waste sites cleanup program, commonly
known as Superfund. PRA, if applied
appropriately, can better characterize
uncertainty and variability in the risk
estimates than the traditional point
estimate approach. The guidance
presents a recommended tiered process

for conducting both human health and
ecological PRA using Monte Carlo
analysis, with emphasis on applying
sensitivity analysis to identify important
sources of variability and uncertainty in
risk estimates, applying frequency
distributions to characterize variability
in exposure, and quantifying
uncertainty in the mean contaminant
concentration. The draft RAGS 3A
should not be used or cited until it is
finalized. RAGS 3A provides guidance
to EPA staff and also to the public and
to the regulated community on how
EPA generally intends that the PRA be
implemented to evaluate risk at more
complex Superfund sites addressed
under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA). The guidance is designed to
describe EPA’s national policy on the
use of PRA. PRA is not expected to be
relevant at every site. The document
does not substitute for EPA’s statutes or
regulations, nor is it a regulation itself.
Thus, it cannot impose legally-binding
requirements on EPA, States, or the
regulated community. EPA may change
this guidance in the future, as
appropriate.

Further, Executive Order 13132,
entitled ‘‘Federalism’’ (64 FR 43255,
August 10, 1999), requires EPA to
develop an accountable process to
ensure ‘‘meaningful and timely input by
State and local officials in the
development of regulatory policies that
have federalism implications.’’ ‘‘Policies
that have federalism implications’’ is
defined in the Executive Order to
include regulations and regulatory
policies that have ‘‘substantial direct
effects on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and
the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government.’’

RAGS 3A does not have federalism
implications. It will not have substantial
direct effects on the States, on the
relationship between the national
government and the States, or on the
distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government, as specified in
Executive Order 13132. As explained
above, RAGS 3A does not impose
legally-binding requirements on the
States. It is a technical risk assessment
guidance which discusses a statistical
risk assessment approach that may be
used at more complex Superfund sites.
Thus, the requirements of section 6 of
the Executive Order do not apply to
RAGS 3A.
DATES: You may submit comments until
April 21, 2000. Comments received after
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